Abstract-People use social media (SM) to describe and discuss different situations they are involved in, like crises. It is therefore 6 worthwhile to exploit SM contents to support crisis management, in particular by revealing useful and unknown information about the 7 crises in real-time. Hence, we propose a novel active online multiple-prototype classifier, called AOMPC. It identifies relevant data 8 related to a crisis. AOMPC is an online learning algorithm that operates on data streams and which is equipped with active learning 9 mechanisms to actively query the label of ambiguous unlabeled data. The number of queries is controlled by a fixed budget strategy.
The choice and the use of all these datasets was moti-90 vated by their diversity. That allows to thoroughly 91 evaluate AOMPC because these datasets have differ-92 ent characteristics. 93 A sensitivity analysis based on the different AOMPC 94 parameters and datasets is carried out. 95 A comparison of AOMPC against well-known online 96 algorithms is conducted and discussed. 97 The paper has the following structure. Section 2 presents 98 the related work covering streaming and SM analysis. A Rocchio classifier [36] is an example of a single 119 prototype-based classifier. It distinguishes between two clas-120 ses, e.g., "relevant" and "irrelevant". In real world-scenarios, 121 due to the nature of the data, it is often not possible to describe 122 the data with a single prototype-based classifier. Multiple 123 prototype classifiers (i.e., several prototypes) are needed. 124 Self organizing maps (SOM) introduced by Kohonen [31] 125 are an unsupervised version of prototype-based classifica-126 tion, also known as LVQ. In this case, prototypes are initial-127 ized (e.g., randomized) and adapted. SOM was also used 128 for SM analysis in the context of crisis management to iden-129 tify important hotspots [49] . 130 LVQ has been applied to several areas, e.g., robotics, pat-131 tern recognition, image processing, text classification etc. 132 [19], [31] , [60] . LVQ -in the context of similarity representa- 133 tion, rather then vector-based representation -is analyzed by 134 Hammer et al. [24] . Mokbel et al. [39] describe an approach 135 to learn metrics for different LVQ classification tasks. They 136 suggest a metric adaptation strategy to automatically adapt 137 metric parameters. 138 Bezdek et al. [6] review several offline multiple prototype 139 classifiers, e.g., LVQ, fuzzy LVQ, and the deterministic Rabbit (DR) model. The latter limits the movement of proto-141 types and is similar to our approach. However, in contrast 142 to our approach, DR uses offline adaptation of the learning 143 rate. The time-based learning rate of our algorithm consid-144 ers concept drift (i.e., changes of the incoming data) directly 145 during the update of the prototypes. 146 In contrast to the previous approaches, Bouchachia [8] 147
proposes an incremental supervised LVQ-like competitive 148 algorithm that operates online. It consists of two stages. In prototype based learning approaches can be found in 155 Biehl et al. [7] . 156 In this study, we deal with online real-time classification 157 and we propose a multi-prototype quantization algorithm, 158 where the winning prototype is adapted based on the input. 159 In particular, the algorithm relies on online learning and 160 active learning. 161 
Online Learning and Active Learning (with

162
Budget Planning) 163 Online learning receives data items in a continuous sequence 164 and processes them once to classify them accordingly [64] . 165 Bouchachia and Vanaret [10] Threshold used to identify uncertainty CT Current time LTU Last time the prototype was updated (i.e., the winner) S List of nearest prototypes in ascending order to the current input x label Labels are: relevant, irrelevant, and unknown 
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Compute distance ' i between x and all prototypes v i , dist geo ¼1 À Hðv:geo co; x:geo coÞ=p where: ally, we combined it with the CVCN strategy given above.
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As a baseline for comparison, we implement a random 461 version (see Eq. (7)). We name this variant random conflicting 
We ignore an absolute pure random version r < B, because 472 it would increase the number of queries drastically com-473 pared to the other uncertainty variants. 
Dynamic Representation of Social Media Stream
475
The SM items considered in our work are textual documents 476 and therefore their representation will rely on the standard tf-
477
idf [36] , [47] . The pre-processing step pointed out in Fig. 1 
otherwise ; is a collection of SM messages artificially generated by a tool.
529
These datasets allow to observe the behavior of the algo- The geo-tagged text collection, synthetic social media dataset 543 (SSMD), was generated using a tool 1 we originally developed 544 for integrating SM into emergency exercises (i.e., training of 545 first responders). We generated microblogs using a data gen-546 eration tool we developed and which is based on a set of pre-547 defined text snippets that describe sub-events like "vehicles 548 and garbage dumps on fire", "police attacked by rioters", 549 and "shop on fire nearby" (see Fig. 3a ). The randomly gener-550 ated data follows the timeline of the UK riots (see [4] ) 551 described as an XML file (see Fig. 3b ). This way we generate the real-world sub-events of the riots (see [49] whereas a high value of (1-ER) unveils satisfactory labelling. 613 The technical details of VM and ER are given in Appendix A, 
Experiments and Results
626
We conducted extensive analysis. In particular, we did a sen- Table 5 ). Based on the Levenshtein distance (ldis) ( tor Machines (OISVM) [44] . Because these algorithms 737 are fully supervised, they are trained on all labeled 738 data that is allowed by the budget B.
739
Running k-means on the different datasets produces the 740 results shown in Table 3 . CQM is calculated considering that Table 3 with the results of AOMPC in Table 5 The results of DOGMA algorithms related to the datasets 761 are displayed in Table 4 for the best and worst cases. Details Table 4 show that in the case of GD, most of the 
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In terms of performance, 
